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The Great Chinese Loneliness 
 
Early morning, the empty door, the echoes somewhere upstairs 
The walls with blind ears, the bare buildings in the rain 
Noseless ones, the silenced trees, the lake slowly gathering 
Trickles of effluence of an affluent sity, the cold seeping 
Into the pores of one quietly living his loneliness 
To the hilt, the dark windows during the day, reminiscent 
Of a packed Hong Kong with its millions of nonentities 
Of a Taipei reeking with hot airs of sewage 
Of a psychiatrically, classically Melbourne 
Of a Wuhan with a single cabdriver waiting all night 
Outside a bath station for a client to finish 
His business, the riverlets running down the panes, the voices of buying 
And selling, the one who left for America the Beautiful Country 
In 1847, almost all alone, the one who opened 
Fire on himself after an intense period of no 
Communications and full force, the sense of solitariness 
Descending on the Song Dynasty in Su’s poetry, the shroud of fire 
Crackers bombarding the ears of the sity, the woman’s demented 
Fragments in Castro’s novel, the one who seeks white 
Comfort, no fruition, in the 40s New York 
Chinatown, the one gone silent after ascending to the top 
Salary range, the one reading the Bible in the 21st century, loneliness 
Become her, the one with a balding head and words that I’d go 
Mental if continuing to live this way, the place full 
Of people talking to each other at once, without understanding 
Anyone else, the one spending his nights reading writing wreading riting 
Listening to the wind in the empty door, the hollowness 
Of the century, the full fury of the incessant working 
Beeings, the constipated weather with unrainable 
Clouds, four fathoms deep, the heart divorced 
The bodies fragmented, far away, a lone voice saying 
Coming, I’m coming, 5000 years and now 
Basic living, from hand to mouth, from mouth to bums 
From heart to non-heart, from mind to unminded 
The door again, slamming itself against 
The untouchable wind, celebrating the idea 
Of one 
Being no one 
Else  
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